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Abstract. Quotation extraction consists of identifying quotations and their au-
thors. In this work, we present a Quotation Extraction system for Portuguese
that is based on Entropy Guided Transformation Learning, a supervised Ma-
chine Learning algorithm. This is the first system that uses aMachine Learning
approach for Portuguese. In order to train and evaluate the proposed system,
we build theGLOBOQUOTEScorpus, with news extracted from theGLOBO.COM

portal. Our system obtains anFβ=1 score of 79.02% for the subtask of associ-
ating a quotation to its author. For the whole Quotation Extraction task, the
observedFβ=1 score value is 66.03%. These findings indicate that the overall
extraction quality is highly dependant on the quotation identification subtask.

1. Introduction

Quotation extraction [Sarmento and Nunes 2009] consists ofidentifying quotations from
a text and associating them to their authors. In this work, wepropose a Quotation Ex-
traction system that handles direct and mixed quotations for Portuguese based onEntropy
Guided Transformation Learning(ETL) [dos Santos and Milidiú 2009] algorithm.

ETL solves the main bottleneck ofTransformation Based Learning[Brill 1995],
which is the automatic generation of template rules. ETL is applied successfully in several
computational linguistic problems [dos Santos et al. 2010,Milidiú et al. 2008].

Since we employ a supervised Machine Learning algorithm, weneed an anno-
tated corpus to train and evaluate the system. In order to accomplish this task, we build
the GLOBOQUOTES corpus, with news extracted from theGLOBO.COM portal. We gen-
erate the golden features for entities, coreferences, quotations and associations between
quotations and authors. Moreover, we include the part-of-speech (POS) annotation in the
corpus using a state-of-the-art tagger [dos Santos et al. 2008], also based on ETL. After
producing the annotations, we separate the GLOBOQUOTES corpus into two sets, training
set and test set.

Quotation Extraction has been previously approached usingdifferent techniques
and for several languages. TheNewsExplorer1 system, based on lexical rules, extracts
quotations from multilingual news [Pouliquen et al. 2007].The Sapienssystem, based
on syntatic rules, extracts quotations from news wires in French [Clergerie et al. 2009].
The verbatim2 system, based on speech act rules, extracts quotations for Portuguese
[Sarmento and Nunes 2009]. TheEVRI portal3 offers a Quotation Extraction API for En-

1http://press.jrc.it/NewsExplorer
2http://irlab.fe.up.pt/p/verbatim
3http://www.evri.com
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glish news feeds [Liang et al. 2010]. Their approach is basedon rules that use several
linguistic features automatically provided by standard auxiliary processors.

Our proposal differs from previous work since we use MachineLearning to auto-
matically build specialized rules instead of human derivedrules. We train our system for
Portuguese, although our approach is language independent. In Table 1, we present the
proposed system quality evaluated on the test set. Our system obtains anFβ=1 score of
79.02% for the subtask of associating a quotation to its author. For the whole Quotation
Extraction task, the observedFβ=1 score value is 66.03%. These findings indicate that the
overall extraction quality has a strong dependency on the quotation identification subtask.
The proposed system performance cannot be directly compared to previous work, since
the corresponding corpora are not publicly available.

Table 1. Quotation Extraction performance on the test set
Subtasks Precision (%) Recall (%) Fβ=1(%)

quotation association 79.02 79.02 79.02
quotation identification and association 64.79 67.32 66.03

The remaining of this work is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the
Quotation Extraction task. In section 3, we present the corpus as well as the adopted
annotation. We report our modeling in section 4 and experiments in section 5. Finally, in
section 6, we present our conclusions and future work.

2. Quotation Extraction

We decompose the Quotation Extraction task into two subtasks: quotation identification
and quotation association to its respective coreference set label, that identifies the quo-
tation author. In Figure 1, we show an illustrative example with three coreference sets.
Coreferences are inbold and quotations initalic. Each coreference is tagged with an inte-
ger subscript that indicates its respective coreference set label. Similarly, each quotation
is tagged with its respective author coreference set label.

Nélio Machado1, que defendeDaniel Dantas2, considerou ‘estranha’ 1 a
acusação de queDantas2 teria cogitado subornaro juiz3. ‘Isso é o fim da
picada. Completamente sem fundamento e bem no dia em que oDaniel2
vai prestar depoimento. Estou inclinado a pedir suspeição dele3 [Fausto de
Sanctis3]. Acho muito estranho, tem conteúdo de mais armaç̃ao do que qual-
quer outra coisa’1 disseele1.

Figure 1. Quotation extraction subtasks

This work purpose is to identify quotations and their corresponding authors.
Named entity recognition [Zhou and Su 2002, Solorio and López 2005, Sarmento 2006,
Bick 2006] and coreference resolution [Souza et al. 2008, Cuevas and Paraboni 2008] are
classical NLP tasks. Hence, we use as input to our quotation extractors golden annotation
for both named entities and coreferences.
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3. Corpus

Considering there is no publicly available quotation corpus for Portuguese, we build the
GLOBOQUOTES corpus, with golden annotation for named entities, coreferences, quota-
tions and associations between quotations and authors. This corpus is based on news from
theGLOBO.COM portal.

Theraw corpusis composed by 10 news genres, dated from August, 2007 to Au-
gust, 2008. It has more than 44,000 news, totalizing more than 13.5 million tokens. The
predominant genre isSports, accounting for 58.5% of the corpus. Next, we haveGen-
eral with 15%, andCelebritieswith 13.9%. The other genres –Arts, Science, Economy,
Education, World, PoliticsandTechnology– represent all together 12.6% of the corpus.

GLOBOQUOTES is a random sample of 685 news from the raw corpus. This sam-
ple preserves the original distribution by news genre. The corpus information is codified
in a per token basis.

4. Modeling

In our modeling, we adopt a token classification approach. Wedecompose the Quotation
Extraction task into two subtasks:quotation identificationandassociation between quo-
tation and author. We further decompose the quotation identification subtaskinto three
identification subtasks that are sequentially solved:quote beginning, quote endandquote
bounds, that corresponds to match a quote beginning with a quote end. Given the solution
of the first subtask, the last two subtasks, quote end and bounds, are easily solved by a
simple heuristic given by a set of regular expressions. We use a 5-fold cross-validation
over the training set to calibrate the model. In order to evaluate it, we use the test set.

Since ETL is an error-driven learning algorithm, we must provide a baseline sys-
tem for each subtask. Each baseline is given by a set of regular expressions manually
constructed. We tackle thequote beginning identificationsubtask using the POS and NE
features applying the ETL algorithm. We tackle thequote end identificationsubtask us-
ing the word, POS, NE and quote start features and the baseline system. We tacklequote
boundssubtask using the quote start and quote end features and the baseline system. We
tackle theassociation between quotation and authorsubtask using the POS, quote and
coreference features applying the ETL algorithm.

5. Experiments

In this section, we present the experimental setup and results. In order to evaluate the
proposed system, we separate the annotated corpus into training set, with 802 quotations,
and test set, with 205 quotations.

Table 2. Performance of the Quotation Extraction task
Model Precision (%) Recall (%) Fβ=1(%)

ETL 64.79 67.32 66.03
Baseline 48.62 51.71 50.12

In Table 2, we present the performance of the whole system, along with the base-
line system. When we use the automatically identified quotations, our system achieves
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Table 3. Performance of the association between quotation and author subtask
Model Precision (%) Recall (%) Fβ=1(%)

ETL 79.02 79.02 79.02
Baseline 57.56 57.56 57.56

anFβ=1 score of 66.03%. In Table 3, we show the performance when using the golden
annotation of quotations. In this setup, we obtain anFβ=1 score of 79.02%. These find-
ings indicate that the overall extraction quality has a strong dependency on the quotation
identification subtask.

6. Conclusions

Quotation extraction consists of identifying quotations from a text and associating them to
their authors. The Quotation Extraction task is decomposedinto two subtasks: quotation
identification and association between quotation and author.

In this work, we propose a Quotation Extraction system for Portuguese. The sys-
tem is based onEntropy Guided Transformation Learningalgorithm.

In order to train and evaluate the proposed system, we build the GLOBOQUOTES

annotated corpus. We produce golden features for entities,coreferences, quotations and
associations between quotations and authors. Also we include part-of-speech tags in the
corpus using a state-of-the-art tagger. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first corpus
with annotations which let one identify quotations and associate them to their authors
produced for Portuguese.

We intend to improve our results by improving the results of the subtasks of quote
beginning identification and association between quotation and author, creating new de-
rived features and applying other classification algorithms.
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